Oriental Rose Bracelet
What You Will Need
1 x red acrylic two holed rose feature bead
12 x navy and white porcelain beads
16 x red oval Czech glass beads
30 x silver plated 4mm beads
2 x 30 cm lengths of Tiger tail
Toggle clasp
Crimp beads
In addition you will require cutter pliers, a pair of flat
nosed pliers and a pair of round nose pliers.
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1. Take the two pieces of tiger tail and thread a crimp bead on followed by
the loop on one half of the toggle clasp. Feed the two lengths of tiger tail
back through the crimp bead to form a small loop and crimp to secure (Fig
1). Trim off any excess wire.
2. Thread one 4mm silver plated beads onto both pieces of tiger tail. Then
separate the two pieces of wire – onto each length of wire thread a red
Czech oval, then another 4mm silver bead, a porcelain bead, a silver bead
and continue this pattern finishing with a red Czech glass bead and finally
a silver bead (Fig 2).
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3. Repeat Step 2 with the other piece of tiger tail, then thread each of the
wires through the two holes in the feature rose bead (Fig 3 and 4).
4. Repeat the same pattern with beads on both pieces of tiger tail the other
side of the rose bead. This time bring both pieces of wire back together by
threading them both through one 4mm silver bead at the end.
5. Thread a crimp bead onto both pieces of wire followed by the other side of
the toggle clasp and then thread both pieces of tiger tail back through the
crimp to form a small loop and crimp to secure.
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6. Trim off any excess wire to finish.
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